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The presentation will deal with the basic regimes of sovereign immunities and their potential application in the Congo case, from perspectives of international law and constitutional law. The implications of these issues for Hong Kong as a World Financial Center will be considered where appropriate. The Court of Appeal decision in the case will be analyzed and critiqued, as well as the various suggestions for moving forward.

Sienho Yee is Changjiang Xuezhe Professor and Chief Expert, Wuhan University Institute of International Law, Editor-in-Chief, Chinese Journal of International Law (Oxford; SSCI) and membre associé, Institut de droit international. He previously worked as a law clerk to Judge Li Haopei of the UN ICTY and Judge Robert E. Cowen, US Court of Appeals for the 3rd Circuit, and a law faculty member in the UK and the USA. His research focuses on the systemic and structural issues in international law and the case law of the International Court of Justice (ICJ). One of his papers was reproduced in whole by one government and discussed in the filings or oral presentations of several governments in related cases before the ICJ and quoted by one Judge in 8 separate opinions. His homepage is at: www.sienhoyee.org

Please email Flora Leung at fkleung@hku.hk to reserve a place.